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U.S. BUST DIMES
Sharp VG to Fine
Medium-quality Bust dimes are many
times scarcer than Bust quarters or Bust
halves—yet they sell for less money. Own
an affordable example for your collection.

$

4400

EACH

3 Different .............................. $129.00

1912-S
LIBERTY ‘V’ NICKELS

1917 SERIES $100
LEGAL TENDER NOTES

Own a pleasing example of the only
Liberty ‘V’ nickel to ever bear the San
Francisco mintmark!

These 1917 series legal tender notes
have a portrait of Washington and an
interesting vignette of Christopher
Columbus entitled “Columbus Discovery of Land.”

16900

LIMIT: 2 COINS

~ Great Value ~

9

$ 95

EACH

10 Coins.................................... $95.00

Per Coin (P or D)....................... $2.25
Per Roll (P or D) ...................... $42.00
Both Rolls (P & D)................... $82.00

CIVIL WAR TOKENS

1883 HAWAIIAN KINGDOM
RARE COIN ISSUES

Very Good or Better

We recently purchased another hoard of 1883 Kingdom of Hawaii coins. We feel
these are vastly under-rated coins. Start a set today. The cent is dated 1847 and
portrays King Kamehameha III, while the silver coins are all dated 1883 and show
King Kalakaua I. These coins were all struck at the San Francisco mint.
For more info about these coins, check page 413 in the Red Book.

1847 Hawaiian Cent .....................................$499.00
1883 Hawaiian Dime.....................................$199.00
1883 Hawaiian Quarter................................$129.00
1883 Hawaiian Half Dollar ..........................$279.00
1883 Hawaiian Dollar...................................$599.00
All Five Coins ............................................$1,705.00

Our 5-Coin Set Special!

$

“EARLY STRIKES”

SILVER EAGLES
2015

This silver dollar is a piece of American
history, the coin contains 1 troy ounce of .999
fine silver. Subject to Market.

Each .......................................... $19.40
10 Coins...................................$193.50
20 Coins.................................. $386.00
100 Coins............................. $1,925.00
500 Coins............................. $9,575.00
Prices are subject to market changes.

2015

2015 PROOF SILVER EAGLES
Superb Brilliant Proof

This mirrored coin always makes a great
gift for milestones or special occasions!
Each .......................................... $54.95
5 Coins.....................................$269.00
10 Coins.................................. $535.00

THE COIN DEPOT 1-800-922-2441
A Division of Kirk Kelly Rare Coins

Red Book

$675.00
$275.00
$150.00
$325.00
$700.00
$2,125.00

1,499 00

2015
GOLD EAGLES

2015

Superb Brilliant
Uncirculated

By now everyone is back into the swing of things, kids are back
in school, summer vacations are over and the holidays will
be here before you know it. Autumn officially begins on
September 28th and for this reason, we are presenting many
unique coins and special pricing that we just know you are
going to FALL in love with!
SPOT PRICES at Time of Printing
GOLD $1,109.00 | SILVER $14.40 | PLATINUM $952.00
VIEW OUR WEBSITE AT www.thecoindepot.net

FEATURED COIN SPECIALS FOR MID-SEPTEMBER!

OUR PRICE

Premium Quality BU

FIRST DAYS OF FALL

EACH

All Coins Extremely Fine

2015 PRESIDENTIAL $
LYNDON B. JOHNSON

MID-SEPTEMBER 2015

116 Poinsett Highway • Greenville, SC 29609 • 800-922-2441 • 864-239-0209 • 864-242-4829 -Fax

only $9900

EACH

REJECTO
LIBERTY SEATED QUARTERS
Most of these coins show a bit too much
wear or have light damage. They sure
seem like a great value since “wholesome” coins are going for $35.00!

EPOT

Fine or Better

Nice Very Good

$

OIN

Basis: $1,109.00
Superb Brilliant
Uncirculated

Cherished the world around, the American
Eagle One-ounce, half-ounce, quarter ounce
and tenth ounce gold coins are collectors
favorites. Add one to your portfolio,

1 Ounce ........................... $1,214.00
1/2 Ounce............................$672.00

1/4 Ounce ........................... $329.00
1/10 Ounce ......................... $141.00
Prices are subject to market changes.

864-239-0209 • Fax 864-242-4829

TERMS: 1. Add $10.00 postage to all orders, not refundable. 2. Grading by and best interpretation of current market standards. 3. 10 day
return privilege. Coins MUST be returned in original holders to preserve identity. 4. All coins guaranteed genuine. 5. VISA,
personal
checks, Money Orders or bank checks accepted. 6. Wide selection of coins available. Feel free to call or mail your want list. 7. Prices subject to change; especially as they may relate to bullion spot prices. 8. No sales tax on coins or currency in South Carolina. 9. Bullion items
are not returnable but we will buy back at fair market. 10. Walk-ins welcome, but please call ahead as most coins kept in bank vaults.

WE ACCEPT

During the years of the Civil War, due to the disappearance of
nearly all the hard money; Civil War merchants made these
fascinating tokens. Some were patriotic with a flag or some
such symbol, some were just advertisements for the store that
issued them; called “store cards” similar to today’s business
cards. We bought an interesting collection of these tokens. The
collection was quite diversified and no matter how many you
order, we will try and send all different!

$

29

95

25 DIFFERENT

$

10 DIFFERENT

EACH

70900

$

28500

50 DIFFERENT

1,395

$

00

1965 KENNEDY HALF ROLLS
Premium Quality BU

It’s a little known fact that A-N-Y roll of
40% silver Kennedy’s is scarcer than a
1964 JFK roll! We offer the key to the
(1965 to 1969) 40% rolls. The coin
dealers wholesale sheet lists these at
$140 per roll. We sell for less!

9900

$

PER ROLL

5 Rolls..................................... $488.00
10 Rolls................................... $966.00

ELECTROTYPES - Help to fill those expensive holes!
Electrotypes (contemporary copies) were struck in the 1800’s as an inexpensive alternative to filling an
otherwise unfillable hole in a collection. These early Electrotypes are avidly collected today in their own right!
1793
ELECTROTYPE WREATH CENT
Choice Borderline Unc.

1793
ELECTROTYPE CHAIN CENT
AMERICA VARIETY
Choice About Uncirculated

As long as it isn’t represented as “the
real thing”, this $40,000 dollar hole
filler would be an admissable addition
to your set. This particular coin does
appear to have been cleaned at one
time.

This may not be a genuine example
but it will nicely fill that $40,000 hole!
The coin we have does appear to have
been cleaned.

1804 DRAPED BUST
ELECTROTYPE LARGE CENT

1793
ELECTROTYPE HALF CENT

This Electrotype is actually listed in
the “Red Book”. Today, it remains a
perfectly acceptable way to fill a
$20,000 hole!

Electrotypes (contemporary copies)
were struck in the 1800’s as a cheap
way to fill an otherwise unfillable hole
in a collection. Today it’s perfectly
acceptable to collect these for what
they are, an inexpensive hole filler.

only $48800

About Uncirculated

only $48800

only $48800

Extremely Fine

only $49500

1937-D 3-LEGGED
BUFFALO NICKELS
Very Fine

In this highly sought and unique mint
error the reverse buffalo appears to
have only three legs. We offer a nice
and affordable collectors grade without breaking the bank.

only $68800

EACH

1800
DRAPED BUST DOLLARS
~ Choose Your Grade ~
Choose the coin that best suits your
collection!
Very Good to Fine .............. $1,295.00
Fine to Very Fine ................ $1,795.00
Very Fine to XF .................. $2,495.00

1857
FLYING EAGLE CENTS
Premium Quality BU
Put away a beautiful example of this
ever-popular type coin.

$

295

00

EACH

LIMIT: ONE PER CUSTOMER

1908-S
$5 INDIAN GOLD

Premium Quality BU
With a mintage of just 82,000 this is a
classic 20th century variety...one of
the lowest mintages of any 20th century classic coin. The coin we offer
has nice luster and a sharp mintmark.

$

1,88800

Fine or Better

ROARING TWENTIES
LINCOLN CENTS

LARGE CENTS

Did you know these 3¢ pieces were issued
because their counterpart was hoarded by
the public?

These early Lincolns are always hot
sellers. Pick your favorites or buy
them all and save!

Buy nice, wholesome large cents at a
great price.

SESQUICENTENNIAL
$2½ GOLD PIECE

THREE CENT NICKELS

Add this early commemorative $2½ gold
piece to your holdings. With a mintage
of 141,120 it has a lower mintage than
any $2½ Indian except of course the key
date 1911-D.

Premium Quality BU

only $44900

EACH

1926-S
MERCURY DIMES
~ High Quality Coins ~
Here is a surprising selection of highgrade 1926-S Mercury dimes. Add a
beauty to your collection and save.
XF/AU .................................... $199.00
Borderline Unc/ ..................... $349.00
Premium Quality BU ............ $695.00

Dates of Our Choice!

18

$

95

EACH

3 Different ................................ $54.95
Better Dates Available!

SEATED
HALF-DIME SPECIAL
Premium Quality BU

Here is an opportunity to start a
collection of these scarce, diminutive
silver coins. The quality is terrific!

only $11900

EACH

3 Different .............................. $349.00

Premium Quality BU

1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929 & 1930

1295

$

EACH

All 6 Dates................................ $72.00

Very Good

1988

$

EACH

10 Different ............................ $194.00
50 Mixed................................. $966.00

EARLY UNITED STATES
SILVER COMMEMORATIVE HALF-DOLLARS
Beautiful Coins • Great Luster • Great Value!
Alabama .................................... $199.00

Long Island ................................. $89.00

Cleveland................................... $109.00

Wisconsin .................................. $219.00

Bridgeport ................................. $149.00
Huguenot ................................... $139.00

San Diego..................................... $99.00
York ........................................... $199.00

MORE GREAT SPECIALS • CALL TODAY 800-922-2441
1857 CHARLOTTE
$1 GOLD PIECE
About Uncirculated

Normally planchets for 1857-C $1
gold are horribly made and horribly
struck. Not so with our coin. If you
are familiar with the date, you’ll like
our example!

1,888

$

00

1889 TYPE 3
ONE DOLLAR GOLD
Premium Quality Proof

This is the cheapest proof gold dollar
we’ve had in years. This coin is fully
struck with no nicks or scratches.
Consider this beauty for your collection.

$

2,595

00

1849 CHARLOTTE
$5 GOLD COIN
Very Fine
Here’s a “common date” Charlotte
gold piece at a great price!

$

1,54400

Go For the Gold - TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GREAT GOLD PRICING!

Premium Quality Brilliant Uncirculated

Other Grades ARE AVAILABLE - Call for Pricing!

$2½ Liberty ...........$329.00
$5 Liberty .............$395.00
$10 Liberty ...........$699.00
$20 Liberty ........$1,375.00

$2½ Indian .............$299.00
$5 Indian ...............$499.00
$10 Indian.............$775.00
$20 Saint............$1,395.00

1818
CORONET LARGE CENT

1896-S
MORGAN DOLLARS

Extremely Fine

High Quality Coins

This old copper coin is nearly 200
years old! It’s mintage may not be on
the rarer side—but boy is it priced to
sell!

Here’s our pick for the best value of
the Morgan dollar. It’s much scarcer
than it’s price would indicate.

only $9900

Choice Borderline Unc. ........ $695.00

Premium Quality BU ......... $1,495.00

1943/2
WARTIME SILVER NICKELS
Fine or So

A shortage of dies during the second
World War caused these overdate Nickels
to be struck. This wasn’t even discovered
until about 20 years after they were struck!
As you can imagine, high-grade pieces are
quite scarce.

8800

$

EACH

PQBU EXAMPLES $199

1909-S
INDIAN CENTS

SEMI-KEY
MORGAN DOLLARS

1903 LOUISIANA PURCHASE

Fine or Better

Premium Quality BU

Premium Quality BU

These Indian cent keys are priced
lower than they have been in years.
Take advantage today!

We offer three of our favorite dates.
Make them your favorites too!

These first of the early gold commemoratives each have a mintage of 17,500.
We offer them at a very special price.

495

$

00
EACH

1889-O .................................... $159.00
1890-O ...................................... $79.00
1891........................................... $69.00
All Three ................................ $295.00

EARLY GOLD COMMEMORATIVES

1903 McKinley....................... $488.00
1903 Jefferson........................ $488.00
Both Coins.............................. $966.00

